1. 林毅夫《论中国经济》
On China’s Economy（English edition sold）
Justin Yifu Lin, the former chief economist of the World Bank, and Célestin Monga,
the chief economist of the African Development Bank, analyzes China’s extensive
experience in economic growth, policy, and reform, providing valuable solutions which
other countries could follow during the post-pandemic era.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com

2. 周春生《无限供给：数字时代的新经济》
Limitless Supply: New Economy In The Digital Era（English
edition sold-World Scientific）
The former US Federal Reserve expert Chunsheng ZHOU creatively discusses the
concept of “limitless supply” and its implications for economic trends at both macro
and micro levels. This book summarizes the basic features of limitless supply products
and the differences and similarities between “limited supply” and “limitless supply” in
the way products are manufactured and marketed.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.ca/Limitless-Supply-New-Economy-Digital/dp/9811247153

3. 吴敬琏 厉以宁 郑永年《读懂供给侧改革》
A Reader's Guide to Supply-Side Reform（English edition soldRoyal Collins）
In A Reader's Guide to Supply-Side Reform, 22 Chinese mainstream scholars, experts,
and senior think tanks offer considerable insights into what supply-side reform is, why
it should be conducted, how to view it, and what to do. As a major strategic proposition,
the supply-side structural reform is a new concept that provides a new perspective and
route for China's economic development. This book clarifies how to view and
implement supply-side reform.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.ca/Readers-Guide-Supply-SideReform/dp/148780833X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2PN6MPPNNTH91&keywords=A+reader
%27s+guide+to+supply+side+reform&qid=1650244779&s=books&sprefix=a+reader
%27s+guide+to+supply+side+reform%2Cstripbooks%2C251&sr=1-1

4. 李正茂 / 王晓云 / 张同须《5G+：5G 如何改变社会》
5G+: How 5G Change the Society （ English edition soldSpringer）
This book is written by the member of the Global TD-LTE Initiative (GTI) Leadership
Committee LI Zhengmao and the academic leader in the fields of TD-SCDMA and TDLTE WANG Xiaoyun. This book takes China Mobile's "5G +" plan as the mainline,
introduces three major scenarios, nine indicators, system architecture, and basic
principles of 5G, and systematically explains the essence of China Mobile's "5G +" for
the first time. This book can benefit readers who are interested in 5G, and also can be a
reference for vertical industry partners to fully understand the possible applications of
5G. Most of all, it will help to promote all industries with new developments based on
5G's new kinetic energy.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/5G-How-Change-Societyebook/dp/B08FM417DY/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1650198322&refinements=p_27%3AXiaoy
un+Li&s=books&sr=1-1&text=Xiaoyun+Li

5. 王绍光《中国崛起的世界意义》
China’s Rise and Its Global Implications（English edition soldRoutledge）
Shaoguang WANG is a senior research fellow at the Institute of State Governance
taught at Yale University from 1990 to 2000. His main areas of study are the history of
democracy, comparative governance, comparative political economy, fiscal politics,
and welfare politics. This book takes a global approach to Chinese development,
exploring the irreplaceable role of state capacity, state-owned-enterprises and five-year
plan in China’s transformation from an agricultural state to an industrial state and then
to the world's economic powerhouse, as well as the remarkable achievements of social
policy to reduce the rural-urban gap and regional gap.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Chinas-Rise-Its-Global-Implicationsebook/dp/B09GTRBJ8R/ref=sr_1_1?crid=34YZ7FRE8OWYD&keywords=China%2
7s+Rise+and+Its+Global+Implications&qid=1650199585&s=books&sprefix=china%
27s+rise+and+its+global+implications%2Cstripbooks-intl-ship%2C281&sr=1-1

6. 徐忠 邹传伟《金融科技：前沿与趋势》

Fintech (China Perspectives)（Complex Chinese and English
edition sold-Routledge）
Xu ZHONG, Deputy Secretary-General of the National Association of Financial
Market Institutional Investors, and Chuanwei Zou, winner of the 1st Sun Yefang Prize
for Financial Innovation (China's top prize for economists), co-write this book—
Fintech. As Fintech, the integration of technology into the delivery of financial services
has revolutionized the world of finance, this book introduces a new framework to study
the new concepts while examining the driving forces and underlying the logic behind
Fintech-based innovation and predicting the future development of Fintech.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Fintech-Frontier-Beyond-ChinaPerspectives/dp/1032211377/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1Z436SH68IL46&keywords=fintech+f
rontier+and+beyond&qid=1650239192&sprefix=fintech+frontier+and+beyond%2Ca
ps%2C242&sr=8-1

7. 丁一凡《发展新动能》
New Dynamics of Development （English edition sold-Peter
Lang Publishing）
The Researcher of World Development Institute, Development Research Center of The
State Council Yifan DING systematically analyzes the development model with
Chinese characteristics and reflects on China’s challenges and countermeasures against
the backdrop of the global crisis. The author shares his creative thinking on many key
issues such as technological innovation, green development, financial reform,
international cooperation, and China’s foreign relations. This book highlights the
urgency of the international community to achieve the common good through global
governance, and reflects on China’s long-term commitments to and practices of
peacebuilding and sustainable development.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com

8. 程恩富《改革的初心》
China's Economic Dialectic（English edition sold : International
Publishers Co）
The book by famous economist and theorist Enfu CHEN places a strong emphasis on
cultivating an open Marxism, drawing on different views and debates, and various
movement vernaculars, in the world’s continual struggle for socialism. what would

astonish the western Marxists is the many-sided approach to Marxism displayed in this
work.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Chinas-Economic-Dialectic-ChengEnfu/dp/0717808874/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1I3QL8JZ4A5W2&keywords=China%27s+Ec
onomic+Dialectic&qid=1650201314&s=books&sprefix=china%27s+economic+diale
ctic%2Cstripbooks-intl-ship%2C280&sr=1-1

9.

赵汀阳、何怀宏、干春松、陈小平等《智能与智慧》
Intelligence and Wisdom: Artificial Intelligence Meets Chinese
Philosophers（English edition sold: Springer）

This book consists of nine leading Chinese philosophers’ reflections on AI’s impact on
human nature and society. This is a groundbreaking work, which has pioneered the indepth intellectual exploration involving traditional Chinese philosophy and frontier
technologies and has inspired multidisciplinary and across-area studies on AI,
philosophy, and ethical implications.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Intelligence-Wisdom-Artificial-Chinese-Philosophersebook/dp/B09FSTB6M5/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3OR2G2HQUUAUQ&keywords=intellige
nce+and+wisdom+bing+song&qid=1650239573&sprefix=intelligence+and+wisdom
+bing+song%2Caps%2C243&sr=8-1

10. 《天下的当代性》赵汀阳
All under Heaven: The Tianxia System for a Possible World
Order by Tingyang ZHAO（ English, French edition sold：
University of California Press）
In this succinct yet ample work, Tingyang ZHAO, one of the most distinguished
intellectuals in China, provides a profoundly original philosophical interpretation of
China’s story and develops a Chinese view of the future world. ZHAO introduces what
he terms a distinctively Chinese centripetal "whirlpool" model of world order to
interpret the historical progression of China’s tianxia (All under Heaven) identity
construction. In this book, ZHAO forwards a compelling thesis not only on how we
should understand China but also on how China understands itself.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/All-under-Heaven-Possible-Transformationsebook/dp/B0951TTMPC/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2NG0FNFOCVVP7&keywords=ZHAO+T

INGYANG&qid=1650201622&s=digital-text&sprefix=zhao+tingyang%2Cdigitaltext%2C285&sr=1-1

11. 《中国模式》郑永年
The China Model: Experience and Challenges by Yongnian
ZHENG（English edition sold: Peter Lang Inc., International
Academic Publishers）
Yongnian ZHENG was a professor and founding Research Director of the China Policy
Institute, the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom (2005-2008), and Director of
East Asian Institute, National University of Singapore. His book takes an empirical
approach and regards the China model as it is, and looks into different aspects of the
China model, ranging from economic growth, social development, and central-local
relations to the development of internal pluralism, the rise of civil society, and rural
democracy.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/China-Model-Experience-Challengesebook/dp/B09MDJG9ND/ref=sr_1_1?crid=21K4FLHAEPXZ3&keywords=The+Chi
na+Model+ZHENG+YONGNIAN&qid=1650201484&s=books&sprefix=the+china+
model+zheng+yongnian%2Cstripbooks-intl-ship%2C286&sr=1-1

12. 蔡昉《读懂中国经济》
Understanding China's Economy: The Turning Point and
Transformational Path of a Big Country（Complex Chinese and
English edition sold: Springer）
Cai FANG is the chief expert of the National Think Tank and Academician of the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. His book helps readers to understand the Chinese
economy from many aspects: impossible triangle, L model growth, Malthus trap, dual
economy, aging problem, demographic dividend, reform dividend, the trap of middle
income, globalization, etc.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Understanding-Chinas-Economy-TurningTransformationalebook/dp/B08ZYDWLGX/ref=sr_1_1?crid=8J8FJG5B5KG&keywords=CAI+FANG

+UNDERSTANDING+CHINA+ECONOMY&qid=1650202106&s=digitaltext&sprefix=cai+fang+understanding+china+economy%2Cdigitaltext%2C269&sr=1-1

13. 《数字经济：中国创新增长新动能》马化腾
The Chinese Digital Economy（Russian, Complex Chinese, and
English edition sold: Palgrave Macmillan）
Pony MA, one of the founders of Tencent, in the book focuses on the concept of the
digital economy and reveals the current development of the digital economy and
possible strategies to improve the foundation of digital construction and accelerate the
digital transformation of various industries. He discusses the problems that need to be
solved in the development of the digital economy and the essential role Tencent will
play in promoting the development of society.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Chinese-Digital-Economy-Ma-Huatengebook/dp/B08V117FLX/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2Q6696YCP5FDF&keywords=Chinese+di
gital+economy&qid=1650240390&s=books&sprefix=chinese+digital+economy%2Cs
tripbooks-intl-ship%2C265&sr=1-1

14. 腾讯研究院《分享经济》
The Chinese Sharing Economy: New Economy Program for
Supply-Side Reform（Complex Chinese, Korean and English
edition sold： Palgrave Macmillan）
Tencent Research Institute is a social science research institute set up by Tencent. It
aims to promote the healthy and orderly development of the Internet industry by relying
on Tencent's diversified products, abundant cases, and massive data, focusing on
industrial development, and gathering wisdom from all walks of life through an open
and cooperative research platform. This book explores the social and economic impact
of the sharing economy- of taxis, apartments, and other goods and services- in China,
and how the sharing economy can allow for supply-side economic reform.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Chinese-Sharing-Economy-Program-Supply-Sideebook/dp/B096X2BNWC/ref=sr_1_4?crid=33DART8GC2BAB&keywords=Ma+Hua
teng&qid=1650202827&s=digital-text&sprefix=ma+huateng%2Cdigital-

text%2C276&sr=1-4

15. 王缉思《世界政治的终极目标》
Essential Goals in World Politics（English edition sold: Springer）
Jisi WANG was director of the Institute of American Studies at the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences (1993-2005) and on the Advisory Committee of the Chinese Foreign
Ministry (2008-2016). His book presents a unique effort to apply political philosophy
to the realities of the world. The author compares the development paths of China, the
United States, and some other countries, and demonstrates their advantages and
disadvantages to form a better government and political system.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Essential-Goals-World-Politics-Jisiebook/dp/B0946LLTV7/ref=sr_1_2?crid=3OGU0YMA2R61C&keywords=wang+jisi
&qid=1650203074&s=digital-text&sprefix=wang+jisi%2Cdigital-text%2C344&sr=12

16. 快手研究院《被看见的力量》
THE KUAISHOU WAY: 30 STORIES OF HOW LIVES ARE
BEING CHANGED IN THE SHORT-VIDEO ERA （ English
edition sold： McGraw Hill）
Available for the first time in English, THE KUAISHOU WAY speaks to why Kuaishou
not only remains a unique among social media platforms but also provides a paradigm
for all to copy.
The motto of Kuaishou is “to increase every person’s
happiness”. Based on its rich cases, this book is a detailed introduction to Kuaishou
as a social media platform for short videos.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/KUAISHOU-WAY-STORIES-CHANGED-SHORTVIDEOebook/dp/B09LCM6R45/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1650241067&refinements=p_27%3AThe+
Kuaishou+Research+Institute&s=digital-text&sr=11&text=The+Kuaishou+Research+Institute

17. 徐瑾《白银帝国》

Empire of Silver: A New Monetary History of China（Complex
Chinese and English edition sold : Yale University Press）
A thousand-year history of how China’s obsession with silver influenced the
country’s financial well-being, global standing, and political stability
Written by the senior editor and chief financial commentator at the Financial Times Jin
XU, this revelatory account of the ways silver shaped Chinese history shows how an
obsession with “white metal” held China back from financial modernization.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Empire-Silver-Monetary-History-Chinaebook/dp/B08T183HCB/ref=sr_1_4?crid=3KEO8HRRIGTE&keywords=The+empire
+of+silver&qid=1650203861&s=digitaltext&sprefix=the+empire+of+silver%2Cdigital-text%2C290&sr=1-4

18. 李彦宏《智能革命》
Artificial Intelligence Revolution: How AI Will Change our
Society, Economy, and Culture（Japanese and English edition
sold: Skyhorse）
This book Artificial Intelligence Revolution is written by Baidu cofounder Robin Li and
prefaced by award-winning sci-fi writer Cixin Liu (author of The Three-Body
Problem). In this book, Li presents for the first time in his book a panoramic view of
the strategy and layout based on Baidu’s 10 years of research on AI, reviewing the
thinking and decision of the company on issues such as technology, product, business
model, organizational structure, and open ecology.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.ca/Artificial-Intelligence-Revolution-Society-Economyebook/dp/B083ST8N5G/ref=sr_1_1?crid=263ENMK3M8VCK&keywords=Artificial
+Intelligence+Revolution&qid=1650247694&s=books&sprefix=artificial+intelligenc
e+revolution%2Cstripbooks%2C610&sr=1-1

19. 徐明星《图说区块链》
Blockchain: An Illustrated Guidebook to Understanding

Blockchain （ Complex Chinese and English edition sold:
Skyhorse）
Four chief researchers of OK blockchain engineering academy provide a simple
explanation of Blockchain technology: what Blockchain is and how it works through
200 original illustrations. This book will help you, understand everything about
Blockchain including the origin, theory, people, application, t history of Blockchain,
and many more fundamental aspects of blockchain!
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Blockchain-Illustrated-Guidebook-Understandingebook/dp/B07HY6QRQF/ref=sr_1_7?crid=20ZRQQ6RTWQM0&keywords=blockch
ain&qid=1650242113&s=digital-text&sprefix=blockchain%2Cdigitaltext%2C276&sr=1-7

20. 赵宏图《新能源观》（English

edition sold）

English Publisher: ELSEVIER. Inc
Hongtu ZHAO specializes in energy security, resources, and other issues. In 2008, he
visited the Secretariat of the International Energy Charter (Brussels) for research. In
recent years, he has been invited to more than 20 countries including the United States,
France, Australia, and India to participate in international energy and environment
academic seminars and related academic exchanges. His book describes how China has
made great efforts to save energy and reduce emissions by developing new and
renewable energy sources.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com

21. 段张取艺《给幼儿的中国神话》
A Day in the Life of the Gods by DuanZhangQuYi （Korean and
English edition sold）English edition published by Royal Collins
DuanZhang QuYi studio, which was known for its “Character Education Series for
American Children” offers readers a new perspective on the daily life of traditional
Chinese Gods in A Day in the Life of the Gods. This series of picture books consist of
six Chinese folklores: Houyi Shot the Suns, Kuafu Chased the Sun, Nügua Created
Humans, Pangu Split Heaven and Earth, and Shen Nong Tasted Herbs, The Yellow
Emperor Beat Chiyou.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com

22. 《洛神赋》余治莹改编、叶露盈绘
Ode to the Goddess of the Luo River by Ye Luying (Author), Yu
Zhiying (Illustrator)（English French and German edition sold）
English edition published by Minedition
A 2021 Outstanding International Trade Book! The Ode to the Goddess of the Luo
River is an ancient Chinese poem adapted by a well-known critic of children’s books
YU Zhiying and illustrated by the winner of the UK Cheltenham Illustration Award YE
Luying. In this love tale, Cao Zhi instantly falls in love with the goddess of the river
when he stops at the Luo River for a rest, where he sees a vision of her so powerful.
With its high production values and amazingly detailed multi-page foldout spreads, this
is a special book that will entice art lovers of all ages.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com
https://www.amazon.com/Ode-Goddess-LuoRiver/dp/9888341944/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2DPLH5P5DU2JH&keywords=The+Ode+to
+the+Goddess+of+the+Luo+River&qid=1650239677&sprefix=the+ode+to+the+godd
ess+of+the+luo+river%2Caps%2C247&sr=8-1

23. 曾孜荣《墨中国》
“Mo China” Series • Chinese Paintings in Different Colors (4
volumes) （Ukrainian Arabic Italian Korean Russian Spanish
Korean Albanian Japanese Russian English edition sold）English
edition published by SuperNova Publishing
This set of books consists of four volumes as Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green, which
introduce 90 Chinese fine arts masters and their representative works. These books were
edited by Zeng Zirong, the curator of the CITIC Art Museum and former deputy curator
of Today Art Museum. These books will guide the little readers to appreciate the beauty
of Chinese art with the classic works from different historical periods.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com

24. 于虹呈《小黑鸡》

Little Chick Grows Up（German and English edition sold）
English edition published by Minedition
The winner of Bologna Children’s Book -International Award for Illustration YU
Hongcheng created a sweet book that will appeal to young and old alike: In the
springtime, an egg begins to crack, and though Little Chick starts life tiny and weak, he
quickly grows into a fuzzy chick and learns all about life on the farm with his siblings.
In this magnificently illustrated book, children will love watching Little Chick go
through the stages of growing into a full-sized rooster.
Rights：caokaiyun@citicpub.com

